One contribution of 21 to a theme issue 'DNA as information' .
In the lexicon of the genetic code by Nirenberg [1] different amino acids are coded by two, or four, or six different codons. When considering codons that encode the same amino acid, one can seen that it is advisable to separate the diletter 'root' (xy | from the 'ending | z) in each codon (xyz). Then, in the general case, each amino acid will correspond to the unique root and the degeneracy of the code is a result of a variation of the ending. Sixteen possible roots constitute two octets (see table 1 ).
The first octet includes eight 'strong' roots, with each of them coding the same amino acid in combination with any of endings C, G, U, A.
For instance, Ala :
The second octet includes eight 'weak' roots that code one amino acid with a pyrimidine ending (C, U) and a different one with a purine ending (G, A).
For instance, His :
The information contained in Nirenberg's lexicon can be represented in a compact form in a table of roots.
It can be remarked as an anomaly that three amino acids are coded by two roots correspondingly Ser : 
Arg :
⎛ ⎜ ⎜ ⎜ ⎝ CG C U G A ⎞ ⎟ ⎟ ⎟ ⎠ , GA G A Let
